Abstract-Among some of sensor network properties which make it different from other networks, can refer to very high number of nodes, dynamic, and probably periodic topological changes and also some constraints in physical size of nodes, energy resource and power of processing. According to these restrictions, giving solutions and self-configurable protocols that 
INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks are set of large number of sensor nodes that are close to each other that scattered in the environment and each of them autonomously and in cooperation with other nodes; tries to achieve a special goal. Every node in this collection can communicate with others and gives its information to other nodes in order to [mally, the 978-1-4673-2015-3/12/$31.00 ©2012 IEEE 974
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Amirkabir University of Technology Tehran, Iran mmeybodi@aut.ac.ir under control environment's status be reported to a central point that is sink node. The principal aim in wireless sensor networks is monitoring and controlling variations of climate and physical or chemical changes in an environment of a phenomenon with detenninistic region [1, 2] . Nevertheless, since nodes work autonomously and without hwnan interference; and are also very small physically, and have some constraints in power processing, memory capacity and power resource and etc., the aim of many researches is focused on presenting approaches that with simple control methods and with low cost, moreover than responding to requirements, can stand for some constraints such as bandwidth, limited energy, environmental interferences and etc. and can correspond with general conditions based on requirements and available wills such as, transferring high density rich in content infonnation, long lifetime, low cost and etc.
Based on the control schema, WSNs can be non-self configurable or self-configurable [2] . In the former mechanism, the sensor nodes are not able to organize on their own, but rely on a central controller to offer command to and collect information from them. This schema can only be used in small-scale networks. However, in most WSNs, the sensor nodes can autonomously maintain and establish connectivity by themselves and collaboratively fulfill sensing and control tasks. This self-configurable schema fits better in large-scale systems to perform complicated monitoring tasks and information collection and dissemination. Although self configurable systems are more complicated than non-self configurable ones, they are more practical for deployment in the real world, especially when the network size becomes very large. Self-configurable network protocols use some especial qualitative metrics such as connectivity for correspondence with conditions. Selecting a suitable topology which is part of maintenance phase in self-configurable protocols [18] has the most influence on efficiency of network from viewpoints of energy conswnption and lifetime.
Topology control in sensor networks is the art of coordinating nodes' decisions regarding their transmitting ranges, in order to generate a network with the desired properties (e.g. connectivity), while reducing node energy conswnption and/or increasing network capacity [3] .
Investigations on Learning Automata (L.A) and Wireless sensor networks characteristics have shown that Learning Automata with consideration to properties such as low computing overload, the ability of being used in distributed environments with ambiguous information, and the ability of adaptation to environmental changes, is a very suitable model for being used in sensor networks.
Specially, with consideration to energy restriction in sensor nodes and the requirement to reduce transmissions of redundant information, to prevent energy wasting; wireless sensor networks' tendency is high to use such algorithms; that can work in a distributed manner, with local information. Because of this, In this paper a neighbour based topology control protocol, based on cellular learning Automata has been proposed (SEETCLA) ' in which, a cellular learning automata has been mapped to the network and network nodes which are in the role of network cells with its help, and with passing of time will select the best transmission range, according to conditions for themselves.
In previous presented methods the number of transmission ranges that each node could have been selected was limited and few, but in this proposed method some efforts have been made to give nodes more optional selections which are close to each other, as transmission ranges.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section2 is summary introduction of self-configuration. Section3 is an introduction of topology control and related works on it. Learning automata as a basic learning strategy used in the proposed method; will be briefly discussed in section 4. In Section5 the problem statement is defined. In section 6 the proposed method is presented. Simulation results have been shown in section 7. Section 8 is the conclusion.
II. SELF ORGANIZATION INTRODUCTION
Self-organization is the ability of the nodes deployed to locally self-configure among themselves to form a global interconnected network [19] . Energy efficiency and response time are two crucial design challenges in self-configurable sensor network protocols. Self-organization in WSNs is performed based on the two following layers [20] : first is the task allocation layer, which is responsible for coordinating, memory management, synchronizing and working as middleware. Second is the communication layer, which is responsible for routing, data management and topology control.
Several critical service requirements at various layers of the protocol stack should be considered in self-organization protocol. Some of these requirements may be conflicting and, hence, a general trade-off may need to be included in the design. Also an integrated approach with some adaptive behavior is therefore warranted in the design of self organization protocols. From these approaches we can refer to topology control protocols which play a key role in the performance of networking services such as scheduling of transmissions, routing, flooding, and broadcasting.
One of the methods for controlling network topology is asking nodes to select their neighbors based on some special 975 qualitative criteria, such as connectivity or available energy or both of them [19] . Another method is to ask nodes to set their transmission radio ranges for controlling their neighbor based topology.
Figurel. Self-organizing supporting layers for wireless sensor network [20] III. TOPOLOGY CONTROL
A. Review of topology control
The goal of topology control mechanisms is to dynamically change the nodes' transmitting range [18] and for getting into it, control the radio power level of nodes to achieve a connected and of course optimum topology; so that we can maintain some properties of the communication graph, while reducing the consumed energy by node's transceivers, and also can control the energy consumption since transceivers of nodes are one of primary sources of energy consumption in Wireless sensor networks.
These mechanisms themselves, regarding to the essence of the network and the information that each node can obtain is divided into two categories that are: homogeneous and nonhomogeneous topology control. [3, 4] In homogeneous topology control, all nodes of the network use the same transmission range r and the topology control problem reduces to the problem of determining the minimum value of transmission range r such that network properties like connectivity are satisfied [3, 4] ; but this kind of topology is not suitable enough in terms of efficiency, lifetime and strong connectivity.
In nonhomogeneous topology control, nodes are allowed to choose different transmitting ranges and independently choose their transmitting range in order to besides preserve local connectivity, have less interference too, and depending on the type of information that is used to construct the topology, it is classified into three categories [3] . First of them is location based approaches, that nodes know some accurate information about their positions and with the use of this information try to construct a proper topology for network.
Second is, direction-based approaches that in them it is assumed that nodes do not know their positions; but can estimate the relative direction of their neighbours. Third is, neighbour-based techniques that nodes have access to a minimal amount of infonnation regarding to their neighbours, such as their I.D number.
B. Related Works On neighbour based Topology control
Kneigh 2 and XTC 3 protocols are two distributed topology control protocols from nonhomogeneous topology control protocols and neighbour based [15, 16] .
The goal of Kneigh protocol is to keep at least k nearer neighbours to each node. Every node increases its amount of transmission power until it can communicate with its k neighbours directly.
In XTC protocol each node orders its neighbours based on the concept of link quality and distance. Then communicates with neighbours which cannot communicate with them through other nodes, and direct communication cost would be lower than indirect one.
From other topology control protocols can refer to RAA _ 2L that in it every node selects one from two level transmission ranges Rs or Rw somehow (Rw <Rs) [ 6] . If node with Rw transmission range can communicate with Rs transmission range neighbours (either directly or through a whisperer range neighbor); then node selects Rw transmission range; otherwise it selects Rs transmission range. In RAA_3L transmission ranges extends to three levels that every node selects one from three transmission ranges Rs or Rw or Rt that it's relation are like: (Rw<Rt<Rs). The used mechanism for RAA _ 2L is performed for two transmission ranges Rs and Rt• If a node selects Rt transmission range; then again the used mechanism for RAA_2L protocol will be performed for two transmission ranges Rs and Rt. Also, in [5] a topology control protocol based on irregular cellular learning automata (CLATCt has been proposed that in it an irregular cellular learning automata is mapped to network. But, each node in the network has its own individual learning automata and in cooperation with LAs of its neighbor nodes, tries to choose the most suitable transmission range from three available ranges for itself; in consideration to other nodes' transmission ranges; which has better correspondence to network's conditions. IV. LEARNING AUTOMATA Learning automata (L.A) is an abstract model [7, 8, 17] which randomly selects one action out of its fmite set of actions and performs it on a random environment. Environment then evaluates the selected action and responses to the automata with a reinforcement signal. Based on selected action, and received signal, the automata updates its internal state and selects its next action. Figure 1 depicts the relationship between an automata and its environment. {a,fJ,p,T} in which a = {al, a2, ·· · ,a r } represents the action set of the automata, fl = {fll' fl2'···' flr} represents the input set, p = {Pb P 2 '··' Pr} represents the action probability set, and fmally p(n+l)=T[a(n),jJ(n),p(n)] represents the learning algorithm. This automaton operates as follows. Based on the action probability set p, automaton randomly selects an action a i , and performs it on the environment. After receiving the environment's reinforcement signal, automaton updates its action probability set based on equations (1) for favorable responses, and equations (2) for unfavorable ones.
Pi(n+ I ) = Pi(n)+a.( I -Pi(n»
In these two above equations, a and b are reward and penalty parameters respectively. For a = b, learning algorithm is calledLR_p 5 . For b« a it is calledL&p 6 • Similarly, for b = 0 the algorithm is called LR-J 7 [9] . One types of learning automata is cellular learning automata (CLA) that in is a CA in which an LA (or multiple LA) is assigned to its every cell [8, 9] . The LA residing in a particular cell determines its state on the basis of its action probability vector; and there is a rule that CLA operates under it. The rule of CLA and state of neighboring cells of any particular cell detennine the reinforcement signal to the LA residing in that cell.
V. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this paper it is assumed that every sensor node can choose a proper and deterministic value from the transmission ranges between [Rw,Rs]; or in other words between the low power transmission radius tenned the whisperer radius(Rw) and the high power transmission radius(Rs) termed the shouter radius; and there is a medium power transmission radius between[Rw,Rs] which is called the speaker radius(Rt) that its value is proportional to network density and defined with it [10] .What is being obvious from the above, is that; the RIV transmission radius is lower than two other transmission radiuses and Rs transmission radius is higher than the two others(Rw<Rt<Rs). The value of RIV transmission radius is equal to 0.8*Rb and the value of Rs transmission radius is equal to 1.25*R,. The considerable problem in this paper is selecting the most suitable transmission radius from transmission ranges between [Rw,Rs] for each node; some how the required conditions for network connectivity to be conserved.
VI. THE PROPOSED METHOD
This proposed control topology protocol that is neighbor based is perfonned based on cellular learning automata, and has two phases as described below: Learning and selecting the best radio range. In this model we convert the transmission range to n different values; that the difference of each value with its previous value is equal to difference of each value with the next value of itself and is called Ainc or Adec and is defmed as follows: Ainc= Adec =( Rs -Rw ) /n=C*Rt
In this relation C is a constant coefficient and is equal to C=0.45/n.
A. Learning phase
At the first of this stage, a cellular learning automata has been mapped to the network; somehow each node in the network plays role of a cell which is equipped with a L.A. and for each node according to its selected action; some neighbors would be achieved. Also, each node investigates the result of selected actions of all of its neighbors and finally, calculates the number of its neighbors which have some neighbors number out of minimum threshold (T]) and maximum threshold (Tit) values that have been achieved from [11] and is necessary to guarantee optimal connectivity. This achieved neighbors number calculating with a function called CountNotinRangeneighbors(wirelesssensor n) for each sensor node, and its return value is called Count.
Radio range of all nodes, initially is equal to each other and is R, which is proportional to network density. Learning automata helps the nodes to choose the most suitable radio range.
Each allocated learning automata to one cell or node has three actions:al , a2, a3 for choosing, that orderly are described as follows: Increasing the radio range of each node with a constant value, Decreasing the radio range of each node with a constant value, Not to change the nodes' radio range. It is initially supposed that, the selection probability of all actions is equal to each other. In other words, according to the following relation (3) , where m is the number of learning automata actions: Vi i � 111 � = 2..
111 al: (New isensorRadius ) = (isensorRadius +Ainc) a2:(New isensorRadius ) = ( isensorRadius -Adec) a3: (last isensorRadius ) = ( isensorRadius + 0.0)
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At first, all nodes randomly and simultaneously select one of L.A actions and then with affecting that selected actions on nodes' radio range and updating them, start broadcasting Hello messages that contain I.D number of node to all surrounding sensor nodes. Then, after selecting one of actions of automata by every cell and updating transmission ranges, return value of CountNotinRangeneighbors function or Count would be calculated and reinforcement signal for each node based on its own action and all neighbors of that node which are actually its adjacent cells would be fonned.
If the Count value would be equal to 0, reward would be given to selected action of a node; according to relation 1 because it indicates that none of its neighbors have out of range number neighbors, else selected action of a node would be given penalty according to relation 2. Also, probability of all actions changes according to relation 1, 2.
Reinforcement produced signal (Bj), which is the reaction of environment to automata's selected action is calculated as follows:
: desired response : undesired response
In fact, because giving reward or penalty to one automaton's action, depends on selected action of other neighbor's automata and their updated transmission radio range, the whole mapped automata to network would be taken as cellular learning automata. Reward coefficient (a) and penalty parameter (b) is supposed to be constant and for calculating the consumed energy for transmitting and receiving packets to neighbour nodes, the proposed method in reference [12] has been used.
B.
Selecting the best radio range phase Each node will continue the learning phase and updating the radio range according to the selection that has been done (with aiding of learning automata); until one of the following conditions is happening:
• One of actions' probabilities would be higher than threshold.
• If the number of learning iterations and updating the radio range arr ives to a defmed threshold.
In each of these conditions, the node will choose the action which the mapped probability to it has been more than the other actions; and then will set its radio range according to that selected action.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance, CLATC, RAA_2L, RAA_3L protocols [6] and homogeneous case [10] have been simulated in N.S2 simulator and the achieved results have been compared to each other and the results from the proposed method (SEETCLA) in the presented simulator in [13] . In simulation, nodes have been distributed in a region of 1250* 1250 square meters. The number of sensor nodes is ranges from 200 to 600 nodes; and also it is assumed that nodes have the same initial energy. Every node has transmission range between [Rw,Rs]'
The medium transmISSIOn radius; Rt; which is proportional to network density; is assumed for 200 nodes equal to 109 meter, for 300 nodes equal to 86 meter, for 400 nodes equal to 74 meter, for 500 nodes equal to 67 meter and for 600 nodes equal to 60 meter. The Rw, Rs transmissions radius are defined according to Rt• The energy model in these simulations is what has been expressed in [12] . Learning times for automata is limited to maximum 50 times. For this number of learning times; which is necessary for comparison with other protocols; the most suitable value of n occurs in ranges between 15 to 45, that with consideration to taking precision metric for nodes' selected transmission radius, the n value in experiments has been assumed equal to 30 and 60. However as experiments have shown too, the cost and consumed energy for learning automata's computations, against the output result that it achieves; is so low.
Considering simulation environment and network size, CLATC, RAA_2L, RAA 3L protocols [6] and the homogeneous case (HOM) and the proposed protocol (SEETCLA) have been investigated from three points of view that are: mean transmission radius, average number of neighbours for each node (the network connectivity status) and the mean residual energy, for n equal to 30 and 60, and the a parameter value equal to 0.3 and the initial value for parameter b equal to O. l. The achieved results are averaged over running of the above protocols for 100 random different network configurations.
A. Experiment 1
The goal of this experiment is considering the average transmission range of network sensors for CLA TC, RAA _ 2L, RAA_3L, HOM protocols and the proposed protocol (SEETCLA). Whatever a node's selected transmissions radius would be lower, its consumed energy would be lower too, and according to decreasing the number of neighbours, congestion happening probability will be lower too. Figure 2 shows sensor nodes' mean transmission radius for above presented protocols for different networks of different sizes. As it has shown; the proposed protocol has an approximately optimized functionality from this point into others. The HOM case has the most average transmissions radius and this is because of that all nodes in it have the same transmissions radius equal to Rt• RAA_3L protocol has less average transmissions radius than RAA _ 2L, because in RAA _3L every node can choose its own transmissions radius from three available transmissions ranges; while in RAA_2L protocol every node chooses its own transmissions radius from two available transmissions ranges. 
B. Experiment 2
In this experiment the average residual energy of nodes in the network for CLA TC, RAA _ 2L, RAA _3L protocols and the proposed protocol (SEETCLA) have been investigated. A verage residual energy of network's nodes for different networks of different sizes is being observed in figure4. As it has shown the average residual energy of sensor nodes with all protocols is very high and near to initial energy of nodes, which is one joule. In spite of; the consumed energy of proposed protocol is approximately many times more than RAA_2L, RAA_3L protocols (because of existence of learning phase in the proposed protocol), but; this consumed energy in comparison with total energy of every node is so low. Residual energy increment with increasing the number of sensor nodes in network is because of transmission range decrement in networks with higher density. With consideration to indications; can deduce that evaluated protocols without consuming much more energy; give a proper topology. 
C. Experiment 3
The goal of this experiment is determining the number of proper sub ranges; or in other words determining better values for n, concerning the number of learning algorithm iterations running for network. Whatever the higher value for n to be selected, the transmission range would be divided into more sub ranges and it causes more selections as radio range to be given to every node, and the precision of each node in the selection would be increased. Meanwhile (Rs-Rw/n) as a coefficient, which is the same as C has direct effect on selected actions of learning automata (increment and decrement). In this experiment the proposed protocol (SEETCLA) has been investigated for different values of n equal to 1, 5, 15,30,45,60,100,250,500,lOOO from three points of view that are: mean transmission radius, average number of neighbours for each node (the network connectivity situation) and the mean residual energy, for number of nodes in the network equal to 300, and maximum times of learning equal to 50 times. Results have shown that when the number of learning times is equal to 50, we have the best results in a mid range between 30 and 60; however the n value equal to 100 was proper too, but we have left it for the reason of consuming much more energy than other values and without achieving to considerable results. Figure7. Average residual energy of network nodes for proposed protocol for 300 nodes and maximum learning times equal to 50 in different n numbers. As a result, by increasing the number of selected sub ranges, in other words n, we should also increase the number of learning times too; so that we can get a desired conclusion; but this task being along with more energy consumption.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper a neighbour based topology control protocol and energy efficient self-organizing based on cellular learning automata is proposed, that in it nodes which are in place of cells, in spite of that, by using learning automata and with negligible energy consumption, select proper transmission radius according to required conditions for preserving connectivity for themselves, but on the other hand, they get to an adequate topology that will have the lowest energy consumption as possible for communication between nodes in the network's life time; if a balance between the required precise values which we want to take as transmission ranges with learning times and energy consumption, would be taken into cosideration. Also, the proposed protocol, SEETCLA, with two different numbers of sub ranges has been simulated, and has been compared with other similar protocols. The results of comparisons have expressed the desired functionality of this proposed protocol into other protocols.
